
Jeanneau NC9 (2014-)
Brief Summary
According to Jeanneau, its new 30' NC9 is "...aimed at a broad-based new customer segment” and she is

the most exciting thing that has come across our bow in months. Here's why: the new world of boating is all

about affordable boating. And that means buyers in the market are looking for boats with a relatively low

initial cost, low operating expenses and lots of utility. Forget the days of large, glittering motoryachts with

dancing girls, the boating world is now firmly in the new paradigm. Thankfully, the folks at Jeanneau got the

message some time ago. Glitz is out and high-utility, good price-worthy products are in. We think Jeanneau

is leading the boating industry into the future.

Price
Base Price$216000.00

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
A spacious, open cockpit with central bench seating and twin accesses to the swim platform

Direct access from the cockpit to the saloon through individual-panel sliding glass doors, for a

maximum opening width

Direct side access to the helm via the wide, secure sidedeck

Large electric sunroof with glass panels for panoramic views (optional)

Warm, contemporary décor

Panoramic views of the sea (windows in the hull, glass panels) from the saloon and cabins

A bright, spacious saloon, entirely open to the cockpit, with a wrap-around sofa and a bench seat for

two at the helm, facing the sea

A galley perfectly integrated into the interior design of the saloon

Two staterooms with standing headroom

Test Results

RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa
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700 4.2 3.7 0.5 8.4 7.3 597 519 65

1000 5.4 4.7 0.67 8.06 7.01 573 498 65

1250 6.5 5.6 0.99 6.52 5.67 463 403 66

1500 7.5 6.5 1.9 3.95 3.43 281 244 66

1750 8.6 7.5 3.14 2.74 2.39 195 170 73

2000 9.5 8.2 4.73 2 1.74 142 124 73

2250 10.6 9.2 6.88 1.53 1.33 109 95 72

2500 13.9 12.1 8.15 1.71 1.48 121 105 74

2750 17.1 14.9 9.35 1.83 1.59 130 113 76

3000 22 19.1 10.4 2.11 1.84 150 130 76

3250 28.4 24.7 11.9 2.38 2.07 169 147 81

3500 29.6 25.7 14 2.11 1.84 150 131 81

View the test results in metric units
Jeanneau_NC9_TestResults_chart.jpgImage not found or type unknown

Specifications

Length Overall 30' 11'' / 9.43 m

BEAM 10' 4'' | 3.15 m

Dry Weight 10,648 lbs. | 4,830 kg
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Tested Weight

Draft 2' 11'' | 0.89 m

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft

Deadrise/Transom N/A

Max Headroom N/A

Bridge Clearance 10' 4'' | 3.15 m

Weight Capacity

Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 79 gal. | 300 L

Water Capacity 42 gal. | 160 L

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck
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Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume

Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane 6.2 sec.

0 to 20

Ratio N/A

Props N/A

Load 4 persons, full fuel, full water, minimal gear

Climate 83 deg., 28% humid.; wind: 10-15 mph; seas: light chop
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By Capt. Steve
 

Mission Statement
The mission of the NC9 is to create an innovative boat targeting a broad-based customer segment who

understands boats and are more interested in function, utility and price. For that reason, cosmetic details

that push up the cost of boat building but do not add to the function, livability or performance have been

scaled back, or have been re-cast in a more practical way.
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The Jeanneau NC9 has a hull length of 29'10" (9.11 m) and is 31'5" (9.61 m) overall. Her beam is 10'5"

(3.20 m) and she displaces 7,992 lbs. (3,625 kgs.)

 

Distinguishing Features

Roomy aft deck.
The NC9 features a spacious cockpit deck, that is easily expandable with a sliding cockpit bench seat that

gains cockpit room fore-and-aft by taking it away from the swim platform. 

Expandable swim platform.
Likewise, the swim platform can be made larger, fore-and-aft, for watersports activities by moving the bench

seat forward and taking space away from the cockpit. 

Triple sliding glass door.
This unusual door offers three positions to present the interior to the outside cockpit. This gives you more

ways to bring the outside in. Slide the doors to port, to starboard, or place them in the middle with openings

on both sides. 

Portside helm.
This is a unique feature and one that did not take any time to get used to. 

Helm sliding door.
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A sliding door right next to the helm allows access to the wide portside deck, and a midship cleat allows the

NC9 to be easily tied up single-handed. 

Innovative salon seats.
The salon seats are all reversible and can go from dining at the movable table to facing aft and enjoying the

company in the cockpit, to facing forward and joining the Capt. from an elevated double wide bench seat. 

Hidden galley up.
The salon galley is concealed in a portside credenza that remains centrally located when cooking, and

elegantly concealed when cruising. •

Private guest cabin.
Most express boats this size have a guest cabin that is under the bridge with crawl-in headroom and a

curtain for privacy. The NC9 has a wood door and stand-up headroom at the head of the bed. 

Single diesel engine.
Most boats this size have twin gas engines. For fuel economy diesel, of course, is the way to go, and a

single diesel is most economical of all.
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The large hull-side windows allow a lot of natural light into the lower cabins. The side door leading to the

wide side deck makes single-handing the NC9 a non-event.

 

Performance
With a single 260-hp Volvo Penta D4 diesel driving through a DPH sterndrive lower unit our NC9 reached a

top speed at 3500 rpm of 29.6 mph. At that speed, I measured the fuel burn to be 14 gph which gave us a

range of 150 statute miles. Thanks to the efficiency of the D4, best cruise was slightly slower, at 3250 rpm,

and 28.4 mph. At that speed, fuel burn was measured to be 11.9 gph for a range of 169 statute miles. We

reached planing speed in 6.2 seconds and accelerated to 30 mph and 13.8 seconds. The NC9 is a joy to

operate. Upon acceleration, there's a 16-degree bow rise which produces no loss of visibility to the horizon.

In a hard-over turn, she has a maximum bank angle of 15-degrees which I found comfortable. She does

tend to dig her shoulders in during a hard turn which causes her to bleed off a lot of speed, but that

reduction in speed will make the passengers happy. Once she's straightened out, thanks to her quick time
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to plane, she picks up speed again very rapidly. She also has good wave penetration and thanks to her hard

chine the spray is kept down low producing a dry ride. When launching off waves she remains fairly level

and exhibits a gentle reentry.

Handling
Her low-speed handling capabilities are also outstanding. She responds quickly to the helm at low-speed

and steers surprisingly well in reverse. This, in conjunction with the standard bow thruster, makes her

extremely maneuverable in tight conditions as exhibited by our med-moor approach tucked in between two

larger models. I was able to slide the NC9 into position with near surgical precision.

Two Concepts in One Boat
First, there was the Jeanneau NC11, the 35' "New Concept" launched by Jeanneau that introduced a new

approach to mid-sized express cruisers. She won accolades from the European boating press because she

was a versatile vessel that could do most anything from distance coastal cruising for one or two couples to

being a watersports platform for day boating with the family and a gang of kids. She can be sort of a floating

summer cottage, which are by definition, informal. Now, comes the 30' NC9 which added a new wrinkle to

an already innovative approach -- at 30' (9.11 m) the boat is not only a versatile marvel like her predecessor

but at about $200,000, she is affordable to a large segment of boaters all over the world.
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The large hull side windows in the NC9 floods the forward stateroom with natural light, plus it is just plain fun

to lay in bed and watch the boats go by.

 

Who is the NC9 For?
The NC9 has everything four people need to go cruising, and it is all done with the élan and the joie de vie

that comes so naturally to a French builder. For that reason alone, she could be an able boat for nearly

anyone. But to be more specific, as Jeanneau says, she is designed for a "new" audience, and among them

are the millions of owners of sportboats, pontoon boats, ski boats, and even aging PWC dudes who are

getting too old for cranking and banking. People who have been nursing old cruisers along for years and

who would like the dependability, low-maintenance, and pride of ownership of a new boat are also

candidates for the NC9. There are people trading down from big boats who want a practical, low

maintenance boat for running around close to home. Many boaters who only use a boat for a couple of

weeks in the summer who could afford a much more expensive boat might find the NC9 a more sensible
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solution. And finally, there are the newcomers to the sport who have the desire to do more than just sport-

boating. For them, the NC9 is probably an ideal first cruising boat.
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The NC9 has a cleverly extended overhead that covers the cockpit to provide shade, but you can button it

up with isinglass in snotty weather. Note the stern anchor for mooring bow-in at piers, something that is

quite common in northern Europe.

 

Small But Seaworthy
Jeanneau's NC9 has been designed to be a coastal cruiser and she is currently undergoing the

qualifications necessary to be rated as a CE Category B vessel in Europe for 8 people. She is not a blown

up sportboat, but rather the other way around, the NC9 is a down-sized version of the revolutionary 35'

NC11. Jeanneau has used all of the same innovative devices that made the NC11 so popular and has

incorporated them in the NC9.
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Because the NC9 is light she is able to cruise comfortably in the mid-20-knot range or poke along at six

knots on a single-engine.

 

Single Diesel Engine
Conceptually, perhaps the biggest difference between the NC11 and the NC9 is that the NC9 is powered by

a single diesel engine rather than the twin diesels or twin gas engines offered in the NC11. Standard power

is the Volvo Penta 260-hp D4, with an optional upgrade to the 300-hp D4 version. Both engines drive

through a Volvo Penta sterndrive Duoprop lower unit. It is the combination of the high torque of the diesel

engine, the relatively lightweight of the boat at 7,992 lbs. (3,625 kgs.), and the Duoprop sterndrive that

makes this vessel an able performer, in our opinion. She is not a rocketship, but that is not this boat's

mission. Rather, she has a WOT of over 25-knots and cruises comfortably in the low 20-knot range, where

she gets good fuel economy.
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The port-side helm on the NC9 is simple and functional. There is plenty of room for the nav screen of your

choice.
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A bird's eye view of the helm. Note that the side door allows the skipper to pop out easily to tie up the boat

on the midships cleat.
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The trim controls are just ahead of the engine control, right where they belong.

 

Reliability:
Boaters venturing far from home who are used to twin-engine installations might miss the redundancy of a

second engine. Often the boaters concerned about engine reliability are ones that have had problems with

gas engines in the past. Our experience is that these people will get over that concern quickly after hearing

a throaty diesel roar to life. As long as diesels get clean fuel, there is very little that can stop them. In fact,

many long-range cruisers going transatlantic and transpacific have only a single-engine (to say nothing of

most commercial vessels on the high seas).
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Few boats in class are as open and as airy as is the NC9. Note that four people can comfortably sit in the

booth. The galley is under the hardwood counter to the left.

 

The Marvel of the NC Series
Like her bigger sister, the NC9 incorporates a number of design advancements that make a 30' (9.11 m)

boat practical for cruising for up to six people. We would think the boat should be comfortable for two

couples or a family with as many as four kids.
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The noteworthy aspects in this drawing are: 1) all the free space in the engine room for water toys and other

"stuff"; 2) the dry storage area on the centerline; 3) the "technical bilge" outboard of the storage area for

mechanical and electrical equipment; 4) the stand-up area inside the guest cabin; 5) the sliding door for the

master; 6) the large forepeak for anchor rode.

 

Below Decks:
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Below, the NC9 has a guest cabin with a double bed that is about 46" (1.16 m) wide and 72" (1.82 m) long.

As you can see in the drawing on this page the berth is the "crawl-in" type, but because the helm and galley

console are located on the port side, and because the port side deck is raised, the overhead is higher than

on most any 30-footer mid-cabin we have seen.
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The wet head on the starboard side serves both cabins.

In fact, many 30' express cruisers do not even have a second cabin, and in the ones that do have a mid-

cabin, it is little more than a crawl-in space with a low, claustrophobic overhead. Further, the NC9 is the only

boat we can think of in this size range with a bulkhead and door for the guest cabin, and standing headroom

inside.
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The guest cabin is on the port side and its double bed tucks nicely under the helm station.

The master cabin is pretty standard. The queen berth measures about 60" (1.52 m) wide and is 6'6" (1.98

m) long. There are large portlights on both sides of the bow which bring lots of light into this cabin.
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The arrows on this drawing indicate the ways the seats can be converted or moved. The door adjacent the

helm is a slider. Note the flat-screen TV on the galley counter.

 

The Main Cabin
The pilothouse contains the helm, galley and booth-type dinette much like on the NC11.

Dinette:
The forward dinette seat can be converted into a companion or navigator seat facing forward when the boat

is under way. Likewise, the aft seat of the dinette can be flipped over to face aft when the slider doors are

open, thereby creating two large facing bench seats in the cockpit. In a pinch, the table can be dropped

down and the booth can be converted into a double bed.
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Raising the counter on the port side reveals the NC9's galley with a large stainless-steel sink and two-

burner cooktop.
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With the aft doors open and the salon seat facing aft, you can have a nice conversational atmosphere in the

cockpit.

 

Galley:
The galley is below an enclosed cabinet and has a stove top, oven, sink and refrigerator. The stove and

oven are gas unless an optional generator is added. There is a hatch in the cabin sole to access a large

storage area for dry goods and equipment. The NC9 also has a flat screen TV mounted in the galley

console as standard equipment.
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When the dinette seat is flipped, a comfortable companion/navigator seat facing forward is created. This

clever solution doubles the utility of this seat.

 

Helm:
Jeanneau has placed the helm on the port side which is a bit unusual, but this works out fine in my opinion,

just as it did in the NC11. There is a sliding door by the helm which makes single-handed tie-ups a simple

affair.
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This bird's eye view puts the whole boat in perspective. That is a plow anchor on a bracket on the port stern

quarter. This is a popular way of mooring in Europe, particularly in Finland and Scandinavia. It is on the port

side so the skipper can quickly pop back to set it.

 

Cockpit and Swim Platform
There are three sliding glass panels across the back of the cabin that opens up onto the cockpit. Both the

cabin and the aft deck are on the same level, which is a feature that distinguishes this boat from many other

express boats this size. The cockpit itself is about 4'4" (1.32 m) fore-and-aft and about 8' (2.43 m) wide. This

is big for a 30-footer. The bench seat slides aft to maximize the size of the cockpit, or it can be moved

forward to make the swim platform larger. Taken together, this feature, plus the single level from the cabin

to the stern -- and the teak deck -- make this a terrific venue for all sorts of watersports.
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This image shows the stern with the cockpit bench seat all the way forward creating a good-sized swim

platform. When you want to maximize the size of the cockpit, just move the cockpit seatback.

 

Observations
I think people looking at an affordable coastal cruiser or a versatile day boat with hardtop should definitely

put this boat on their shortlist. Her utility, handling and price make her a very attractive proposition in my

mind. As I mentioned, there is a summer cottage feel about this boat. There is an informality about her, so if

you are looking for something that is more yachty inside, this may not be the boat for you. But having grown

up spending summers in Cape Cod I like the idea of a boat without brightwork to worry about. Some boaters

might be concerned about the fact the NC9 is propelled by a single-engine. To them we would say, spring

for the optional bow thruster. And remember that this is a sterndrive, not an inboard, so the lower unit can

be maneuvered. Some people might want to go faster than her WOT of 25.7 knots and to them we suggest

taking a look at the twin-engine NC11. My experience is that when coastal cruising in an express, I rarely go

faster than 27 knots, so this is not far from that mark. And most of the time I like traveling at 20 knots

because it is comfortable and keeps the navigation simple. Clearly Jeanneau and Volvo Penta have dialed

in 3250 rpm to be the sweet spot for fuel economy at 24.7 knots, getting 2.07 nmpg with the 260-hp D4

diesels. I normally don't run that fast when cruising, but with the NC9 I would just get used to going a little

faster.
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